The Education Policy Fellowship Program’s mission is to develop a diverse and collaborative community of strategic leaders for effective public policy.

EPFP’s Three Pillars

1. **Policy**
   Fellows learn about specific policy issues, policymaking and implementation processes, the interface of local, state, and national policies, and the practices effective leaders use to function in the policy.

2. **Leadership**
   Fellows develop familiarity with different types of leadership, become aware of their potential as leaders, and learn from interactions with proven leaders.

3. **Networking**
   Fellows learn to establish action-oriented and mutually beneficial relationships with colleagues; expand their range of strategies for using power and influence; and build and sustain a larger, more diverse range of professional contacts.

**Transform. Empower. Inspire.**
*Since 1964*

**EPFP is in 17 sites across 16 states & DC**
- California
- Colorado
- Connecticut
- Georgia
- Louisiana
- Maryland
- Massachusetts
- Michigan
- Minnesota
- Mississippi
- Missouri/Kansas
- New York
- North Carolina
- Ohio
- Pennsylvania
- South Carolina
- Washington, DC

**We have 9,000 alumni in all 50 states, including***:

- 10 Community College & University Presidents
- 385 Universities
- 90 Community Colleges
- 127 Deans
- 47 Department Chairs
- 367 Professors
- 153 Researchers

*Representative estimates of present alumni roles—June 2018*